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__Terminations for Reversion__

The issue of terminations for reversion deserves special policy analysis
because it raises all the fundamental issues that surround ERISA as
well as the fundamental aspects of the pension contract. In essence,
the issue is described as follows: as progressively higher inflation rates
prevailed during the late 1970s, the wedge between legal and ongoing
liabilities dramatically increased (see Chapters 3 and 4, especially Fig
ure 4-2). Some firms have taken the opportunity in this environment
to terminate their defined benefit pension plans, payoff legal (Le.,
nominal) liabilities, and retain the "excess" (assets minus legalliabil
ities); the excess is a "reversion" to the firm. Among other things,
terminations impose large capital losses on workers who, the data show,
pay for real, not nominal, pensions (see Chapter 7). As shown in Chapter
4, it is common for legal liabilities to amount to only 50 cents of each
dollar of economic (real) liabilities. ERISA requires that firms honor
only their legal liabilities, not ongoing liabilities.

Figure 13-1 aptly demonstrates the growing popularity of the
termination-for-reversion phenomenon. The figure reflects terminations
involving reversions in excess of $1 million. The rate of such termi
nations is decidedly increasing, and the total amount of reversions
depicted (including allocation of pending cases) has reached $5.3 bil
lion as of year-end 1984. Some of the large terminations for reversion
are listed in Table 13-1.

The reversion phenomenon has sparked renewed thinking about
the original intent of ERISA: whether the law intended to protect such
a small portion of real benefits; whether the law envisioned the emer
gence of such large "legal excesses" in the plan; whether tax subsidies
to reversions were contemplated or intended. In this section, the pos-
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FIGURE 13-1 Terminated Defined Benefit Plans: 1979-1984 (participants in thousands)
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Note: Includes terminations with more than $1 million in assets reverting
tothe plan sponsor, and number of participants included in these plans.

sible reasons for these terminations are reviewed, and various policy
issues are discussed. It is useful to think of terminations for reversion
as a subset of all voluntary sufficient terminations. Data describing the
more general phenomenon were presented in some detail in Chapter
6. Workers are equally affected by all terminations, but when termi
nations occur in particularly well-funded plans, an immediate cash
flow reverts to the plan sponsor, raising suspicions that the termination
occurs only for the purpose of awarding immediate cash to the firm.

POSSIBLE ECONOMIC REASONS FOR VOLUNTARY
SUFFICIENT TERMINATIONS

Reflection of Trend toward Defined Contribution Plans

Perhaps the most apparent candidate to consider to explain the large
number of voluntary terminations including those that award reversions
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TABLE 13-1 Major Terminations for Reversions'

Plan Sponsor"

Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
The Mead Corporation
Butler Mfg. Co.
A. G. Becker Incorporated
Dentsply International Inc.
Dan River Inc.
Timex CorporatiOn
Western Airlines, Inc.
Bank of Commonwealth
Clark Oil & Refining Corp.
Harshaw/Filtrol Partnership
Questor Corporation
Lynchburg Foundry Co.
Ellis Co. Inc.
Mattel,lnc.
Lane Bryant, Inc.
IU Transportation Services
Cities Offshore Production Co.
Graniteville Co.
First National Supermarkets, Inc.
WesternAirlines,lnc.
John Crane-Houdaille, Inc.
Continental Air lines Inc.
Harshaw/Filtrol Partnership
Nllndustries Inc.
Whiting Corp.
Occidental Chemical Co.
Inco Electroenergy Corp.
Interstate Brands Corp.
Wilson Foods Corp.
Occidental Petroleum Corporation
Beneficial Corporation
Humana, Inc.
Occidental Chemical Co.
GAF Corp.
M W Kellogg Co.
AM International, Inc.
Diamond International Corp.
The Stroh Brewery Company
Amax Inc.
Reynolds Metals Co.
Cities Service Co.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, Inc.
Celanese Corporation

Date of Participants
Termination in Plans

1981 2,101
1983 1,262
1983 1,311
1982 2,915
1982 2,073
1983 5,588
1982 2,416
1982 2,418
1981 1,278
1982 2,072
1984 426
1983 564
1983 2,333
1983 123
1983 2,426
1982 5,926
1983 1,209
1983 2,197
1983 965
1983 1,708
1982 1,766
1982 2,567
1982 7,177
1984 499
1983 2,908
1983 1,216
1983 2,367
1983 1,992
1983 4,234
1984 3,941
1983 5,272
1983 7,878
1983 25,819
1983 5,434
1982 7,531
1981 9,746
1983 12,499
1984 5,422
1983 3,876
1983 1,291
1983 12,048
1983 9,392
1984 27,639
1984 7,292

Reversion
($ MiJlions)

$10.1
10.3
10.7
11.1
11.3
11.4
11.7
11.8
11.9
12.1
12.8
13.2
13.5
13.8
13.9
14.0
14.3
15.1
15.3
15.8
17.0
18.4
19.6
21.1
21.8
24.2
31.4
34.2
39.5
42.4
42.8
45.1
49.5
51.0
56.0
57.9
63.2
65.8
97.9

124.0
126.0
237.5
272.9
325.0

BThedata reflect plan terminations awarding reversions to the pian sponsorsof$10 million or
more, June 1981-February 1984.

bSome firms have terminated more than one plan: hence multiple entries for the same firm may
appear, each entry referring to a different plan.

SOURCE: Unpublished reporls, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
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TABLE 13-2 Terminated Sufficient Plans by Type of Successor Plan

Type of New Plan Plans Participants
Adopted

New plan adopted

Defined benefit 12 1 6,234 1
Profit sharing 189 17 78,790 18
Defined contri-

bution plana 73 41,042
Type of plan

Unknown 242 20 79,738 19
Total 516 45 205,804 48
No new plan adopted 277 25 84,064 20
Unknown if new plan

adopted 333 30 139,663 32

Grand total 1,126 100% 429,531 100%

Data in this table reflect reported intentions of the plan sponsor at the time of termination. It is
not known whether these plans were actually executed.

aMay include some profit sharing plans.
SOURCE: Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Case Processing Tape. Data are based on

terminations occurring from 1979throughmid-1983.

is the trend in the overall private pension plan universe toward defined
contribution plans. This subject was addressed in some depth in Chap
ter 6. In Table 6-9, data were presented showing the relative share of
private pension assets held by defined contribution plans over the pe
riod 1950-1980. In 1980, defined contribution plans held 28 percent
of private plan assets; in 1950, they accounted for only 12 percent. The
trend in favor of defined contribution plans began even before 1950
and while its rate of growth has slowed over time, the trend is expected
to continue.

Most of the growth in defined contribution plans is attributable to
the creation by firms of secondary plans covering workers already par
ticipating in "primary" defined benefit plans. But as shown in Table
6-7, some firms have been de-emphasizing the importance of defined
benefit plans as the primary plan. In 1980, fully 18 percent of private
pension plan participants were covered solely or primarily by defined
contribution plans; in 1970, only 12 percent of participants had such
coverage.

In this context, it could well be that a portion of the trend in the
voluntary terminations of defined benefit plans in favor of defined con
tribution plans could simply reflect this overall trend, albeit in a more
dramatic way. Table 13-2 shows that 71 percent of all participants in
voluntarily terminated sufficient plans for which data are available are
offered new plans; in the vast majority of cases, these plans are defined
contribution. If these plans are sufficiently generous, workers could
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recoup a substantial portion of the capital losses attributable to ter
mination. If so, and if the firm devotes the reversions from the termi
nation to the new plan, few public policy implications may remain,
except perhaps one that addressed the question of why the trend in
private pension plans is toward defined contribution varieties.

The data required to fully consider this issue, however, are not
readily available and not easily obtainable. The generosity of a newly
created second plan (or the increased generosity of an existing second
plan) must be determined and compared to losses realized by workers
owing to the termination of the pre-existing defined benefit plan. These
calculations require much more detail about the parameters of the new
and old plans than is currently available.

Optimal Borrowing from the Pension Plan

An argument often made to explain voluntary terminations for reversion
is that termination is the only legal means the firm has to borrow from
its pension fund. In this scenario, the firm is portrayed as healthy and
fully intending to pay the real value of promised pension benefits. Prior
to ERISA, the firm may have explicitly borrowed moneys from the
pension. But since ERISA, such borrowing (beyond 10 percent of the
plan's assets) is illegal. Hence, under some conditions, the firm will
terminate the pension plan in order to acquire the "loan" through the
reversion. Presumably, the loan would be "paid back" to workers through
contributions to a new plan.

This argument implicitly assumes that it is optimal for the pension
plan (and the plan sponsor) to loan the firm moneys at a below-market
interest rate. If a market interest rate were charged, why would the firm
need to use the pension plan? Why not use the market? If a below
market interest rate were charged, how does the firm gain? If it intends
to pay its real pension promises, it is required ultimately to contribute
the difference between the market interest rate the plan could have
earned and the below-market interest rate the plan did in fact earn.
Notwithstanding the logic of this argument, some data reported below
is consistent with the borrowing hypothesis.

A variant of this argument is that through unanticipated increases
in asset values, the firm finds its plan to be overfunded not just in a
termination sense but also in an ongoing sense. The plan holds enough
assets to pay all of its contracted projected liabilities, yet it cannot gain
access to assets that exceed this amount. The only way to obtain access
immediately is to terminate the plan, and perhaps beginning a new one
that awards past service credit. The data presented in Table 13-3, how
ever, do not lend strong evidence to support the notion that "true"
ongoing excess provides the motivation for termination. Plans termi
nating between 1978 and 1983 that had true excess assets in 1978 held
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TABLE 13-3 Funding Ratios, Ongoing Basis, 1978 (continuing versus about-to
terminate plans)"

Plans that Voluntarily
Terminated between 1978
and 1983 (Fully Sufficient)

Plans that Did Not
Terminate through 1983

Funding
Ratio Assets Percent Assets Percent
(percent x 100) Plans ($ Million) Assets ($ Billion) Assets

Less than 25 5 $ 1.6 .01 102 $ .4 .01
25-49 25 79.6 .27 480 2.4 .08
50-74 28 128.8 .43 623 18.3 .62
75-100 14 82.6 .27 406 7.1 .24
Greater than 100 7 3.6 .01 253 1.2 .04
Total 79 296.2 1.00' 1,864 29.4 TOO·
Average funding ratio 65.2%

aNumbers may not add to unity due to rounding.
"Reported liabilities were converted to ongoing liabilities using lheconversionformuladescribed

in Chapter 4. The ongoing calculation was based on an assumed 2 percent interestrate.
SOURCE: Data are from the 5500 Annual Pension Plan Reports.

less than 1 percent of assets in plans that terminated. While overall
funding levels increased over the period, the data do not suggest that
plans that terminated were more likely to hold true excess assets than
plans that did not terminate.

Tax Abuse

The potential tax gain from overpromising pension benefits is another
issue to consider. Later in this chapter, the nature and magnitude of
these tax gains are considered. Essentially, because tax law permits
corporations to save in the pension plan tax-free, firms have powerful
incentives to setup "over-generous" pension plans with the intent of
taking reversions (which can easily embody 25 percent of IRS money).

It is entirely plausible that some especially small firms may set up
pension plans with the intention of terminating them. Workers may
well not expect real pensions to materialize in such firms and therefore
presumably would neither accept a significantly lower wage in ex
change for the pension nor be surprised when the pension was ter
minated. The only loser in such a case would be the U.S. Treasury,
which forgoes tax revenue it otherwise would have collected, tax rev
enue that now comprises a portion of the reversion. While it is difficult
to test this notion, certainly it is easy to devise a tax policy that dis
courages this type of activity: the tax code need only be modified to
recoup the tax advantages afforded to the reversion portion of plan
assets (see below).
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Violation of an Implicit Labor Contract

Equally simply, voluntary terminations could in some cases represent
attempts by firms to mislead workers. Certainly, if firms announce a
pension and if workers anticipate that the plan will be kept intact, they
will presumably accept lower wages in exchange for the promised pen
sion (see Chapter 3). If so, the firm can make a once-and-for-all gain at
the expense of workers by terminating the plan midstream. In this case,
the firm benefits from lower wages commensurate with receiving real
benefits but, in fact, pays only nominal (termination-based) benefits.
This interpretation of voluntary terminations apparently underlies some
of the public policy concern with terminations and accounts for at least
some proposals to award reversions to workers.

While such terminations may take place, it is also true that the
termination identifies the firm as dishonest in the labor market. Workers
would presumably be reluctant to invest significant portions of their
work lives in a firm that has demonstrated a propensity to cheat its
workers in the past. While this potential cost my well outweigh the
short-term gain affiliated with a reversion, it nevertheless remains a
plausible hypothesis that voluntary terminations merely reflect a uni
lateral reduction in promised compensation. This may be especially
true when terminations occur in the context of a merger, sale, or ac
quisition. If acquired firms terminate their plan and enroll employees
into the acquiring firm's pension, it is not clear how the market enforces
the reputation contract once the acquired firm in some sense disappears
from the market.

Financially Troubled Finns: Renegotiating a Wage Contract

The final theory considered here is one that views voluntary (sufficient)
terminations in the same way as terminations from failed firms. That
is to say, it is entirely plausible that for each 100 firms that encounter
financial problems sufficient to threaten firm failure, 50 may actually
fail (creating terminations from failed firms), while the remaining 50
may restructure themselves to attempt their salvation. If high compen
sation costs are part of the cause for the firm's competitive difficulties
or if workers as a group decide to participate in the firm's revival
(perhaps because their opportunity wage is low), terminations from
ongoing firms may reflect an implicit contract between workers and the
firm: workers reduce their level of compensation and, in return, the
firm commits itself to continued investment in the firm. Workers may
either accept this salary reduction permanently or accept, say, a profit
sharing plan in exchange which could lead to a recoupment of their
losses should the firm perform unusually well in the future.
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Several observations are consistent with this notion. First, it is
consistent with wage concessions recently observed in low-growth,
often unionized industries; termination of the pension plan may be
another version of these concessions. Second, as Table 13-2 shows, a
majority of the known types of plans that are created after termination
are profit sharing plans, suggesting that future pension benefits will be
tied directly to firm performance. '

AVAILABLE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

While data are not readily available to determine if firm sponsors of
voluntary terminations are in financial difficulty, some aggregate evi
dence can be examined to determine whether the probability of vol
untary termination could be tied to firm performance. In particular, the
voluntary (sufficient) terminations on the PBGC Case Processing tape
were matched to the 1978 5500 annual pension report tape. A total of
436 such matches were made, but only 235 had sufficient data to cal
culate funding status; over 2,000 plans that did not terminate were also
on the tape. The data were used to predict the probability of plan
termination (in this case, during the period 1979 through mid-1983) as
a function of plan and industry characteristics. The results of ordinary
least squares regression are reported in Table 13-4.'

The results show how the probability of voluntary termination
(which occurred in 10.9 percent of the plans in the sample)2 is system
atically related to industry and plan characteristics. The numbers in
parentheses are t-statistics that measure the statistical significance of
the estimated coefficients. The most important and most statistically
significant result is that union status is negatively correlated with vol
untary terminations. The overall probability of voluntary termination
in the sample is 10.9 percent. For union plans, the probability decreased
by approximately two thirds. Thus, the data are inconsistent with the
notion that terminations reflect another form of union give-backs.

The results relating the probability of voluntary sufficient termi
nation to industry growth are mixed. Firms in industries that were
characterized by low growth during the period 1958-1972 are more
likely to voluntarily terminate their plans than firms in high-growth
industries. But terminations are unrelated to industry growth during
the presumably more relevant period 1972-1981. These results provide
weak, perhaps contradictory, evidence that voluntary terminations are
related to firm performance.

'The results remained virtually identical when estimated using a logistic estimation.
2The sample is deliberately stratified to include more than a proportional representation

of voluntary terminations.
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TABLE 13-4 Probability of Voluntary Plan Termination

Independent
Variables

Intercept

Date plan created

Number of participants (millions)

Union

Industry growth 1958-1972

Industry growth 1972-1981

Reversion> (}B

Observations
Number of terminations
Termination probability in sample

Coefficients

1.51
(3.96)

.0002
(.25)

-.35
(1.64)
-.067
(4.62)
-.030
(2.31)

.254
(.80)
.050

(3.51)
2157

235
.109

Data merges the 1978 5500 Annual Pension Plan Report with the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Case Processing Files for the years 1979-1983

Dependent variable: Zero if no termination; unity if termination occurs.
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
'Variable equals unity if it is likely that a termination would generate a reversion to the firm. See

note 3 in text.

As a final point, the regression also included a variable denoting
plans that could receive a positive reversion upon termination.3 Pre
sumably, if access to the reversion lay behind the motivation to ter
minate the plan, the probability of termination should be positively
related to reversion status. The results in the table show that the coef
ficient on reversion status is indeed positive and significant. Other
things constant, relatively well-funded plans have a higher probability
of being voluntarily terminated. Unfortunately, this result does not tell
us why the reversion potential affects the probability of termination.
The loan theory? The tax theory? The contract renegotiation theory?
All are consistent with this result.

Some additional evidence is presented in Table 13-5. This table
summarizes 59 terminations (for at least $1 million reversions) which
were pending at the PBGC in March, 1984. The data offer a closer look
at the nature of these terminations, separating them into particular

31n 1978, the average funding ratio on an ongoing basis was 60 percent. On a termination
basis, firms with the average ongoing funding ratio would be slightly overfunded. In sub
sequent years, funding ratios increased because of increases in stock market value, making
more plans eligible for reversions. To accommodate this trend, the regressions were run
assuming that positive reversions would be available during the 1978-1983 period for all
plans at least 40 percent funded in 1978.
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TABLE 13-5 Pending Terminations Involving $1 Million Reversions, 1984

Type of
Termination Distribution by Type

Reported Reason for Terminationa

(Percent Plans x 100)

Firm Merger Superseding Other Total
Failure Plan

Spinoffb
Replaced with new

definedbenefitplanC

Replaced with new
defined contribution plan 17

No reported replacement 18
Total 59

28.8
30.6

100.0

11.729.4 29.4 29.4100.0
38.8 38.831 0 22.4 100.0

Distribution by type

Reversions Percent (x 100) __Pe_rce_n_tR_ev_e'_SiO_nS_(_x_10_0)__

($ Miffions)

Spinoff
Replaced with new

defined benefit plan
Replaced with new

defined contribution plan 116
No reported replacement 54
Total $877

12.2
5.6

100.0

57.7 10.7 18.1 13.4100.0
28.3 54.7d 0 17.0100.0

aFirms were asked to respond to a question asking why they terminated the plan. "Firm failure"
includes responses indicating a liquidation or bankruptcy, plantclosing,oradversebusinessconditions.
"Merger"includesresponsesindicatingsalesofcompanyandmergersperse. "Superseding plan"
simply means that the firm indicated it wanted to establish a new plan; no further reasons are given.

bA "spinoff" QCCurs when a plan sponsor splits the defined benefit plan intwo,oneforcurrent
workers and one for current retirees; the sponsor puts a" "excess" assets in the retiree plan, then
terminates the retiree plan.

Clnthesecases, the firm terminates the plan, takes the reversion,thenrestartsasimilarplan,
often giving past service credit.

"Some of the plans reported in this cell may have been replaced by a plan already existing in the
acquiring firm.

SOURCE: Unpublished Reports. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

"types" of terminations and also arraying them by the self-reported
reason for termination. The upper part of the table distributes the plans
(in percentage terms) among these categories; the lower part distributes
the reversion amounts (in percentage terms).

The data show that over 40 percent of the plans accounting for fully
80 percent of the reversion total ($877 million in the sample) occurred
in either so-called spinoffs or terminations replaced with similar de
fined benefit plans (usually with past service credits). Spinoffs refer to
the practice of firms splitting the pension plan in two, one for active
workers and one for retirees. The firm then switches all the legal excess
assets into the retiree-participant plan and terminates it. This could,
but does not necessarily, mean that retirees will no longer receive in
flation adjustments. Many firms award inflation adjustments either di-
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reedy from firm profits or through welfare plans set up specifically for
this practice. To the extent that firms continue indexing these retiree
benefits, these types of terminations could be explained entirely by a
loan theory. Certainly active workers are unaffected (unless they expect
a further spinoff after they retire). The spinoff could equally represent
a one-time theft-of-sorts from workers already retired from the firm.

The defined benefit replacement terminations do not affect the
promised benefits in the old plan. After the termination and reestab
lishment, workers and retirees are in exactly the same position they
were in before the termination. The only difference is that the firm has
in effect reduced the funding level to the legal ratio. These reestablish
ment cases are quite consistent with the loan theory described above.
Certainly the vast majority of the reversion amounts in these cases are
neither affiliated with mergers-which sometimes raises suspicions
about the implicit contract theory (see above)-nor firm failure. Despite
the tax advantages afforded assets held in the tax-exempt plan, there
appears to be some market for firms borrowing from their own pension
funds.

The remaining 60 percent of terminations reported in the table
(representing less than 20 percent of the reversions) are either replaced
with a defined contribution plan or no plan. And indeed there is a
decided shift in the reasons for termination; in these cases over 70
percent of reversion amounts are affiliated with firm failures and merg
ers; only 20 percent of the reversion amounts in the spinoff or reestab
lishment cases are affiliated with these events. These data give some
support to the firm failure theory and to the implicit contract violation
theory (to the extent that mergers offer opportunities to impose capital
losses on workers without fear of full reprisal from the market).

TAX PREFERENCE ASPECTS OF REVERSIONS

The Internal Revenue Code affords special tax status to pensions: work
ers and firms have the opportunity to provide for retirement by saving
in an arrangement that is not subject to the same taxation as other
savings programs. This section addresses the following questions: If
firms legally obtain use of a portion of assets accumulated in a tax
exempt trust-say from a reversion through plan termination-what
portion of the assets would not otherwise exist, had normal tax rules
been applied to these savings? Put another way, upon the occurrence
of a termination, what portion of any reversion should the IRS reclaim
to offset the pension tax preference embedded in the reversion?

For reasons discussed below, the determination of an offsetting tax
on reversions will be difficult to tailor to every circumstance. This
analysis makes no pretense of deriving the optimal reversion tax or the
optimal schedule of taxes for actual application; such a determination
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requires a careful exercise that accounts for numerous technical com
plications ignored here but which will arise in practice. 4 Instead, we
wish to determine the approximate range that an appropriate reversion
tax could encompass, and to identify the factors that determine this
range.

The analysis shows that the range of offsetting tax rates is poten
tially very wide. The offsetting tax rate depends critically on the interest
rate, the number of years the "excess" is held by the pension plan, and
the path of "excess accumulations" over time. Depending on the as
sumptions used, the optimal reversion tax (Le., the exact offsetting tax)
ranges from 2 percent to 38 percent. If the long-term interest rate is 8
percent, which is considerably lower than rates observed currently or
in the recent past, a tax within the range of 10-30 percent would offset
the tax benefits embedded in a reversion. Given the potential range of
the proportionate tax advantage, a schedule of reversion taxes that at
least accounts for interest rate experience would appear more appro
priate than a single tax.

The Nature of the Tax Advantage

The tax advantage of a pension fund to a corporation is not due to the
deductibility of contributions. Wages and other corporate expenses are
also deductible. Nor does the tax advantage arise because contributions
to a pension fund can be deducted earlier than can "pay as you go"
contributions, which are deducted at the time that the benefit is paid.
The advantage of the earlier deduction is exactly offset by a later de
duction that must be larger to provide the same benefit.

The essence of the tax advantage is that the earnings of the pension
fund are not subject to taxation. In contrast, profits (earnings) generated
from an investment (contribution) in (or by) the corporation are subject
to corporate tax. As such, the code encourages individuals and firms
to use pension vehicles to save for retirement in an efficient way (see
Chapter 2). To the extent that the intent of public policy is that pension
plans, vehicles of favorable tax status, should be used only for accu
mulating funds to pension benefits, the issue arises whether the tax
advantage afforded pensions should be forfeited if excess assets in a
terminated plan revert to the firm, not to pension participants.

An example. The magnitude of the tax advantage afforded to re
versions is considerable. Compare the following two situations: (1) a

'Two especially important factors to consider are: (1) after accounting for various tax
provisions and accounting standards, it must be determined if the effective corporate tax is
50 percent, or higher or lower; and (2) the possibility that pension funds do not take full
advantage of the tax preferences afforded to the funds must be accommodated (for example,
pension funds do not hold 100 percent bonds as they should to maximize the value of the
tax advantage).
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firm invests $100 in profits in the firm (returns on this investment are
subject to corporate taxation); and (2) the $100 in profits are diverted
into the pension fund, accumulate at a pretax interest rate, and are
reverted (via termination) to the firm (after being assessed the corporate
tax rate). For example, suppose the corporate tax rate is 50 percent, the
interest rate is 7 percent, and the period of time considered is 20 years
(Le., in year 20 the pension plan is terminated, leaving the $100 con
tribution plus interest as a reversion). If the firm saves $100 outside the
pension plan, it pays $50 in corporate tax immediately, and the $50
remaining accumulates at a 3.5 percent after-tax interest rate; in year
20, the firm has $100.70. If the firm instead diverts the $100 to the
pension plan, the corporate tax is deferred and the $100 accumulates
at 7 percent before-tax interest rate. In year 20, the plan terminates and
the firm pays the corporate tax on the full value of the reversion. In
this case, it is easy to show that the firm will have $202.50 after tax,
not $100.70. 5

In actuality, a firm will not deposit the present value of the excess
accumulation (ultimately the reversion) all at once at the beginning of
the pension plan. In all likelihood, the firm will accumulate the excess
over the life of the plan. If the typical pension plan has accumulated
its excess (in a termination sense) with "excess" contributions that grow
approximately at the interest rate over a 20-year period then with an
interest rate equal to 7 percent, the portion of the reversion that would
not have belonged to the firm, had the same "excess" contributions
been saved outside the pension plan, is approximately 14.2 percent.6

That is, 14.2 percent of the reversion would otherwise be in the Treasury
if the preferential tax treatment had not been afforded to the reversion
portion of plan assets. While the precise tax advantage would depend

5Consider saving the $100 in pretax profits outside the pension plan. The firm pays a
corporate tax rate equal to approximately 50 percent, leaving $50 to invest in the firm. If the
investment in the firm earns the assumed market retum of 7 percent gross of tax, the retum
net of corporate tax is 3.5 percent; thus the value of the $100 pretax profit is worth $50 x
exp(20 years x .035) = $100.70. If, instead, the $100 is invested in the pension plan
immediately, corporate taxation is postponed (the contribution to the fund is deductible).
Since the pension fund is tax-exempt, the $100 accumulates at the pretax 7 percent interest
rate. Thus, at year 20 the $100 investment is worth $100 x exp(20 years x .07) = $405.
Since the $405 is by definition excess, it reverts to the firm in year 20. After paying the
corporate tax, $202.50 remains.

61f the firm saves the "excess" amount Ao in period 0 and lets this contribution grow at
the rate 9 then if the interest rate is i, the amount of the after-tax reversion in year J is

R=AO}Oe9i+ ~J -J]dj.

In period J, termination occurs and therefore the stockholders receive the amount (1 - t)
R where t is the corporate tax rate. If the firm saves the pre-tax flow Aoegj, outside the plan
instead, it will be taxed on the investments each period, and the corporate tax rate will be
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on the interest rate experience and on the particular path that the excess
accumulation took over time, the results using this simple illustration
amply demonstrate the approximate tax advantages afforded reversions.

General case. In a general model, the precise reversion tax rate
that would neutralize the reversion from a tax perspective would de
pend on at least three factors: (1) the length of time the excess existed
in the account, (2) the interest rate(s) that prevailed over the period in
which the excess was accumulated, and (3) the particular path of "ex
cess" contributions that took place over this period (did the excess
"appear" 10 years prior to the termination as in the above example or
did it grow as a flow of "excess" contributions to the fund?)

To provide a notion how the offsetting reversion tax will vary with
these factors, a simulation was performed. In the simulation, a reversion
exists in a terminating plan. Two scenarios are considered: one where
the present value of the excess appeared X years prior to termination;
the other where the excess grows slowly as a flow of excess contribu
tions to the fund. The scenarios were carried out for several interest
rate assumptions and for several assumptions about the length of the
excess accumulation period.

For the second scenario (gradual appearance of excess) the rate of
contributions was assumed to grow at a rate equal to the interest rate. 7

In either scenario, the value of the reversion at the point of termination
is compared to the balance that would exist if the exact flow of excess
contributions were accumulated in a tax-paying savings account at the
corporate level. 8 For the purpose of this illustration, it is assumed that
firms generally expect to pay some corporate income tax, so that on the
margin they expect to pay the full marginal corporate income tax (as
sumed to be 50 percent) on earnings accumulated outside the pension
plan.

applied to the earnings each period. Thus, the same savings flow yields the after-corporate
tax amount in year J equal to

R' = (1-t)Ao}o&i+iC1-t)(J-i)dj.

Thus, the after-tax advantage of using the pension plan to save the same flow over J years
as a percentage of before-tax reversion is:

s=(R(1-t) - R')IR.

In the case where i = 9 = .07, J = 20 years and t = .5, then s = .142.

7Several other growth rate assumptions showed that the results were not sensitive to
the particular assumption about the growth of the excess within a range of 50-200% of the
interest rate.

"See notes 5 and 6.
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TABLE 13-6 Portion of Reversion Attributable to Pension Tax Preference

Interest
Rate
(Nominal)

Case I: Reversion Attributable to Sudden Increase In Funding

Number of Years between Overfunding
Event and Reversion

(Percent x 100)

5 10 20 30

.03 3.6 7.0 13.0 18.1

.05 5.8 11.0 19.6 26.3

.08 9.0 16.4 27.5 34.8

.10 11.0 19.6 31.6 38.8

Interest
Rate
(Nominal)

Case II: Reversion Attributable to Gradual Excess ContributionS"

Number of Years over which Excess
Contributions Occur

(Percent x 100)

5 10 20 30
.03 1.8 3.8 6.8 9.8
.05 3.0 5.8 10.7 14.9
.08 4.7 8.8 15.8 21.3
.10 5.8 10.7 18.7 24.7

"The numbers in Ihis portion of the table are based on the assumplion thaI the excess
conlribulionsinCfeaseoverlimeatarateequaitotheinlerestrale;similarcalculalions based on
growlh rates equal toone half and double the inlereslralegeneraledsimilarresults.

Simulation Results

Table 13-6 contains the results of the simulation. In the table, the
portion of the simulated reversion in the model that is attributable to
favorable tax treatment in the pension account is displayed for a wide
variety of cases. In the top part of the table, the scenario is presented
when the present value of the excess suddenly appeared X years prior
to termination. In the bottom portion, the scenario is portrayed where
the excess accumulates slowly over a period of X years. For example,
if the basis of the excess appeared suddenly 10 years prior to the ter
mination, and if the interest rate is 10 percent, the offsetting reversion
tax is 19.6 percent. The remaining entries in the table are developed
using different assumptions.

Perhaps the most dramatic result of the exercise is that the range
of offsetting reversion tax rates is very wide. The portion of the reversion
attributable to pension tax preference ranges from 1.8 percent to 38.8
percent, depending on the parameters of the simulation.

Several broad tendencies are apparent from the table. First, if the
excess is accumulated over a very short period prior to the reversion,
say five years, the tax-advantage portion of the reversion tends to be
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relatively small, especially if the interest rate is low (say 3 percent).
Even here, however, if the interest rate is 10 percent, the offsetting
reversion tax is 9 percent (top portion of table). As the period of ac
cumulation lengthens, the offsetting tax increases rapidly. Using an 8
percent interest rate and referring again to the top portion of the table,
the offsetting reversion tax increases from 9.0 percent (five years) to
16.4 percent as the excess period lengthens to 10 years; and 27.5 and
34.8 percent as the period increases to 20 and 30 years.

Second, the offsetting tax increases markedly as the interest rate
increases. From the top portion of the table, in the case of a 10 year
excess accumulation, the offsetting tax is 7.0 percent when the interest
rate is 3 percent, but 19.6 percent when the interest rate is 10 percent.

Third, if the excess accumulates gradually over a period rather than
suddenly, the offsetting tax rates are considerably lower (see lower
portion of the table).9 For example, if an excess is attributable to a
sudden increase in the fund 20 years ago, the offsetting tax for the case
of an 8 percent interest rate is 27.5 percent (top portion of the table).

~ If the accumulation occurs slowly over the same 20-year period, the
appropriate tax is 15.8 percent (lower portion of table).

The results make it apparent that the range of offsetting taxes is
very wide, suggesting that careful work would be required to narrow
the range before choosing a reversion tax or a schedule of such taxes.
Still, it is apparent from the results that if the tax is to be offsetting in
a wide range of realistic cases, it must be set relatively high. For ex
ample, consider the arguably realistic case that terminated excesses
accumulate gradually over a relatively long time horizon. Even if the
nominal interest rate is only 5 percent, a clear lower bound in light of
recent or projected experience, the tax rate would be at least 5.8 percent
if the excess accumulation were made over 10 years; 10.7 percent if it
were made over a 20-year period. In a more realistic interest rate range,
8 percent, these same tax rates would be 8.8 and 15.8 percent.

For a range of realistic interest rates, the appropriate reversion tax
rate would appear to be at least 10 percent. Offsetting rates in the
vicinity of 20 percent would not be unrealistic in light of the figures
shown in the table.

A schedule of reversion tax rates would not be unworkable. For
example, suppose a conservative approach is adopted; that is, it is
assumed that the amount of a reversion was accumulated over a lengthy
period (bottom portion of table). The presumption could be made that
the "excess" accumulation took place either over a 20-year period or
the life of the plan, whichever was shorter. At the beginning of each
tax year, the "average" interest rate prevailing over the past 20 years

91f the excess is accumulated slowly, the average excess over the period is smaller;
hence, the tax advantage is smaller on average per period.
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(and all shorter periods for younger terminating plans) could be cal
culated.10 All plans terminating in the forthcoming plan year would be
assessed the corresponding tax rate. Thus, for terminating plans more
than 20 years old, the tax rate in the third column of Table 12-6, Case
II, would be announced, the exact amount depending on the "average"
interest rate that had prevailed over the prior 20 years. The tax would
not affect the normal corporate tax assessment on the reversion.

PUBLIC POLICY IMPLICATIONS

We do not fully understand why voluntary terminations occur, and
therefore it is difficult to predict the frequency of terminations likely
to occur in the future. Even considering large (over 100 participants)
plans, however, over 1,000 terminations have occurred since 1974;
moreover, the trend of such terminations is positive. In short, while the
problem will not necessarily become significantly more serious in the
future, we have no basis to conclude that the problem will wane. Thus,
if these terminations legitimately pose public policy concerns, some
attention to this phenomenon appears to be warranted by the numbers.

The central features of voluntary terminations with reversions that
provide the core for public policy concern are twofold. First, unless
otherwise offset by higher wages or new plans, terminations appear to
be costly to workers, representing reductions in (presumably) expected
real pensions that could easily be in the vicinity of 50 percent. Second,
the size of reversions to the firm is partly attributable to favorable tax
treatment of pension funds. The Treasury's stake in the reversion is
likely to be in the range of 10-20 percent.

From a public policy perspective, it is easy to be ambivalent about
the implications of the reduction in workers' benefits. If the termination
truly represents the firm unilaterally breaking an implicit contract with
workers, a case can be made that the reversion belongs to the workers,
not the firm. In this case, it is easy to devise various changes in policy
that would redefine ownership of reversions to provide at least a portion
to workers. On the other hand, if the termination reflects a wage conces
sion by workers to the firm in exchange for the firm's commitment to
continue to reinvest in its capital base, the reversion can be viewed
either as a wage concession or (if a profit sharing plan is created) an
investment in the future performance of the firm.

There appears to be sufficient evidence to suggest that the potential
firm failure notion is a viable explanation for voluntary terminations
to warrant further research. More direct information would be obtain-

'OGiven the assumption that the excess accumulates slowly over time, the interest rate
in recent periods would be weighted more than past interest rates.
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able if terminated plans were matched against the plan sponsors' fi
nancial performance data. 11

Even ignoring the firm failure problem, there are some troubling
aspects of pursuing policies that award reversions to workers; or hold
firms liable for real liabilities, which in most cases would more than
wipe out legal reversions. Workers and firms could themselves write
the pension contract to either make contributions irrevocable (rever
sions belong to workers), or to reflect a promise to pay real benefits. So
why should the federal government mandate either of these provisions?12

Arguably, there are two stumbling blocks to writing either contract.
First, there is nothing in the law preventing firms from amending the
plan at any time. Thus, even if the firm writes the contract specifically
awarding reversions to workers, it can amend the plan just prior to
termination to award the reversion to the firm." Moreover, absent bind
ing language to the contrary, bankruptcy courts will seize the "legal"
assets in pension plans regardless of the provisions in the plan. A legal
mechanism should be instituted to permit parties to pension contracts
to bind the plan sponsor (and courts) into fulfilling language in the
contract awarding reversions to workers.

In regard to an even more binding contract-that firms will pay real
liabilities upon termination-it is difficult to see how the firm can write
this contract without the ability to hedge its risks on the asset side. The
government could remove this obstacle by issuing indexed bonds. By
stocking the portfolio with these bonds (of the appropriate maturity
structure), the firm could in effect write a riskless contract to pay work
ers' real benefits upon termination, or at retirement and later.14

Once these two government aids are developed, however, it is dif
ficult to find convincing arguments why the government should uni
laterally change liability rules. Parties to the contract will have the
incentive and the ability to solve these problems themselves. If they
choose not to rewrite the contracts, this can be taken as evidence that
the firm and workers prefer more flexibility in the pension contract.

"This task involves matching terminations with Form 5500 annual reports and again
matching them to the Compustat data pertaining to the plan sponsors. Preliminary work in
this direction is beginning to become available. See, for example, Jack VanDerhei, "The
Effect of Voluntary Termination of Overfunded Pension Plans on Shareholder Wealth", Work
ing Paper no. 85-2, Center for Research on Risk and Insurance, Wharton School, 1985.

'21t is noted that the Taft-Hartley law requires pension contributions to be irrevocable in
plans governed by this law. Taft-Hartley plans are otherwise known as multiemployer plans;
these plans combine many firms in industries such as construction, mining, and trucking
with usually one prevailing union. The plan is administered by a board, comprised of 50
percent union members and 50 percent employer members.

13This is precisely what happened in the celebrated washington Star case in 1984.

14A CPI-futures contract might work almost as well. Such a proposal by the Coffee,
Sugar, and Cocoa Exchange is pending before the Commodities Exchange Commission.
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While many questions surround the public policy reaction to work
ers' loss of benefits, there would appear to be less uncertainty about
the tax implications surrounding reversions. If the U.S. Tax Code has
established favorable tax treatment of pension plans to encourage sav
ings for retirement, should the tax advantage awarded to the excess
savings be retained by the firm when terminations occur? In the case
of Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs), the IRS penalizes early with
drawals, implying that the tax preference afforded IRA savings evap
orates if the proceeds of the fund are used prior to retirement. A similar
policy would attach a claim to that portion of the reversion that would
otherwise have accrued to the Treasury, if the excess savings took place
outside the pension plan.

A rule denying tax advantages to the reversion portion of a ter
minated pension plan would erase the incentive for firms to create
pension plans they did not intend on honoring. If the Treasury were
the only loser from this kind of activity, a case could be made to retain
the status quo. 1S But it is inevitable that the creation of pensions prom
ising real benefits upon retirement will appear legitimate to at least
some workers who will, in turn, make plans with the assumption that
a real pension is forthcoming. While most voluntary terminations (es
pecially among larger firms) probably do not reflect direct tax abuse, it
may well be a factor in some terminations. It would appear that a
straightforward policy to eliminate this problem is to make the pension
tax policy clean and unambiguous: tax benefits are forfeited unless the
savings are used to pay pension benefits.16

SUMMARY OF POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS (CONTINUED
FROM CHAPTER 12)

The issues raised by terminations for reversion suggest some additional
recommendations for changes in public policy, supplementing those
proposed in Chapter 12.

8. Recoup tax gains embedded in reversions. To ensure that firms
do not use pension plans for reasons other than to pay pension benefits,
a tax should be assessed on reversions arising from plan terminations.
This makes the termination-far-reversion decision tax neutral.

9. Construct mechanisms to permit efficient pension contracting.

151f these schemes become so widespread that stockholders in effect can save at a
tax-free rate to satisfy all their savings motives. the income tax will become a consumption
tax. But if this is desired public policy it seems preferable to legislate a consumption tax
directly.

16A 10 percent reversion tax is part of the U.S. Treasury Tax Simplification Plan. 1984.
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a. Under current law, firms cannot bind themselves to award
reversions to workers in the pension contract; a legal mecha
nism should be constructed to make plans irrevocable trusts.
b. The U.S. Treasury should issue indexed bondsY This would
permit firms and workers to immunize workers from capital
losses from terminations.
c. Except for making these environmental changes, the federal
government should refrain from redefining asset ownership in
pension plans.

''This recommendation has been endorsed by the Office of Pension and Welfare Benefit
Programs, U.S. Department of Labor. See Robert A. G. Monks, "Administrator's Musings
on the Management of Pension Funds," Speech delivered at the Pension Real Estate As
sociation Spring Conference, Washington, D.C., May 8, 1984.
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